The Effects of
Vacancy Control
A Spatial Analysis ofFour
California Cities
This article examines changes between
1980 and 1990 in the number of
rental unlts and the demographic
composition of tenants in four California Cities that adopted rent control
with vacancy control provisions. Six
border areas within the four cities were
compared lO border areas of adjoining cities that did not have vacancy
control. Aspatial lag regression model
was constructed to estimate the
changes in regional and neighborhood
components in additiOn to vacancy
control policies. Vacancy control contributed to lower rents and longer
tenure by tenants compared to nonvacancy-controlled areas. There were
also fewer rental units in part because
of a shift from rental housing to
owner-occupied housing.
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a the study reporred in chis article, we examined how rent control with
vacancy control provisions affects renter demographics and renral unir
supply. Vacancy control must be distinguished from vacancy decontrol
Under vacancy decontrol, the landlord may raise the rene ar his or her pleasure when the siccing cenanc moves. Under vacancy control, cbe base renr the
Landlord charges may nor change upon the deparrure of a tenant from a
rental uni c. Because of the potencial dramatic effects of these provisions on
rentlevels, vacancy control bas become che center of che reru control debate.
While rene control is noc favored by many of those in the rental industry,
they find ic sig:llficancly more tolerable with vacancy deconcrol. ln 1997, che
California Legislature approved the Costa/Hawkins Bill (California Assembly Bill No. 1164), whi.ch authorizes local governments to adopt rene control,
buc requires the phasing out of vacancy conrrol provisions through 1999.
This legislation makes the results of chis srudya parcicularly important baseline for future research efforts.
There has been a long history of rene controllicerarure, much of which
consists of debates about whether it creates inequities between landlords
and tenants, or among segments of che cenanc population, and whether ic
causes real esrace marker dysfunctions. Opponents claim that rene control
discourages investors from purchasing existing rene-controlled properties,
reduces the level of rental housing creation, and creaces disincentives for
rental maintenance (Friedman & Sdgler, 1981i Gilderbloom, 1983; Grampp,
1950; Johnson, 1951). Proponents argue that rent control proceccs lowincome households; acts as a barrier co housing discrimination against
minorities, female-headed households, and the elderly; and promotes tenure
scabiliry in communities (Appelbaum & Gilderbloom, 1990).
T he issue of the effect of rene control on tenant demographics also has
a long history. For example, Grebler (1952) has argued chat rene concrol ereares inequalities among cenancs by encouraging landlords to choose more
affluent or stable tenants. The effect of this behavior, as argued by Kristof
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(1970), is char mldd.le-class renrers are able m gain a disproportionate share of the benefits of renr control by
moving less frequently. This view was supported by
Olsen (1972), Roisracher {1972), and Devine (1985). A
counrerview claims that rent conrrol favors low-income
tenants or benefits all classes of tenants (Clark & Heskin, 1982; Gilderbloom, 1978; Gyourko & Linneman,
1985; Levine & Grigsby, 1985; Levme et al., 1990; Linneman, 1980, 1987).
Ius very difficult to generalize about rent control.
There are cwo generations of rem control Jaws with varying provisions, making comparisons between first- and
second-generation laws difficult (Amott, 1995). Secondgeneration rent control laws also vary in the allowable
rare of renr increases, chc duration of the controls, the
units covered, the definicion of capital improvements
and the amorrizacion rate ofimprovement cosrs, and the
degree of enforcement. Although we acknowledge char
precise experimental comparisons are not possible, by
comparingciries with vacancy control provisions to cities
without these provisions, we sought to limit variability.

Methodology
Selection of Cities
Approximately 13 cities in California have had some
form of rent regulation in recent years. However, only
five-Berkeley, Cor:ati, East Palo Alto, Santa Monica, and
West Hollywood-had vacancy conrrol provisions. This
srudy concen traced on the four cities with vacancy control that are in metropolitan areas; Cotati is a small,
nearly rural town with a very low population density.
The four cities smdied have different histories with
respect ro rene control. Both Berkeley and Santa Monica
adopted rent control in the late 1970s in response toescalating housing values (Baar & Squier, 1987; Barron,
1998; Capek & Gildcrbloom 1992; Heskin, 1983). While
there have been some modifications over rime, laws in
both ctttes include vacancy control provisions that permanently control units and set a maximum allowable annual rate of rene increase. Both cities exclude from cbe
rent control law rental units constructed after the adoption of rene control, single-family homes, and buildings
with three or fewer units where me owner is an occupant.
In 1982 Berkeley exempted owner-occupied duplexes and
shared housing. Both cities have also attempted to limlt
the conversion of renral housing to owner-occupied
housing. West Hollywood, in con erase, has been governed
by nvo different renr-conrrollaws. Before West Hollywood became a city in 1984, a Los Angeles County law
enacted in1979 controlled rents in chis unincorpot'ated
area, as long as the 1979 tenant remained in place. In

1985, the newly formed City ofWest Hollywood adopted
its own rent control law, which established a modified
form of vacancy control over rental units, permitting increases up to 15% per year upon vacancy with exclusions
similar to those in Berkeley and Santa Monica. East Palo
Alto adopted rent control wiclJ vacancy control in 1984
with a rent rollback co prices in effect in April1983 (Barton et aL, 1994). We examined changes in these four cities
benveen 1980 and 1990 because we believed 10 years (except for East Palo Alto, which adopted rene control in
1984) should be sufficient to demonstrate the effects of
vacancy control on the number and costofhousingunits
and tenant demographics.

Selection of Border Cities and Areas
Whi le the rent control laws of these four dries have
differed, they all had a form of vacancy control and were
ad jacenc co cities that have not had vacancy control.

• Berkeley is adjacent to Oakland, Emeryville,
Albany, and Kensington, none of which have rent
control.
• Santa Monica is adjacent co two districts of Los
Angeles, West Los Angeles and Venice, both of
which have rent control but not vacancy controL
• West HollyriJood is adjacent co both Los Angeles and
l3everly Hills, both of which have rene control bur
not vacancy control.
• East Palo Alto is adjacent to Palo Alto and Menlo
Park, neither of which has rene control.
Wecomparedborderareasofeach of the four dries with
contiguous border areas in adjacent cities. This seemed
preferable to comparisons between supposedly similar
cities somewhere in acountyor becween a city and irs entire county. The advantage ofcomparing the contiguous
border areas was that differences in socioeconomic characteristics, which rend to cluster spatially, were minimized. Similarly, land use and building characteristics
rend to be more similar on both sides of a border than in
cwo areas randomly selected from wichin a city. A decision was made to use as small a geographical unit as possible.1 This selection allowed a more precise examination
of vacancy control than might otherwise be possible.
The U.S. Census Bureau designations ofgeographical enumeration areas for the decennial censuses of 1980
and 1990 were used. Acensus block typically corresponds
to a normal ciry block, rho ugh there are exceptions (particularly in rural areas). A census block group is typically 7
to 12 census blocks. A census tract is typically 3 ro 5 block
groups. Many of the housing tenure and demographic
variables were available at the individual block level.
However, the Census Bureau is required by law co protect
the identity of individual households and persons. To
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do this, they develop procedures co ensure confidentialicy. Unfor.runately the procedures used in 1980 were
changed in 19902 making comparisons difficult at the
block level. We therefore conducted the analysis ar the
block group level.
For each srudy city and its adjacent cides, we examined the area within approximately one half mile of each
side of the border. With the exception ofJ3erkeley, where
there are several irregularly shape~ block groups on the
northern border, this included one block group on each
side of the border. We also removed from rhe analysis
areas where arleastone side of the border was nor populated or where one or both sides of the border had too few
renters to make a comparison meaningful. The result was
100 census block groups from 10 cities and one unincorporated area that is a census designated place (Kensington
CDP). These block groups were equally divided between
vacancy-conrrolled and non-vacancy-controlled cir:ies.
The comparisons and the number of block groups were:

L South Berkeley. Berkeli!y border wirh Oakland and
Emeryville (n= 16)
2. North Berkeley. Berkeley border with Albany and
Kensington CDP (n=16)
3. Eastern Santa Monica. Eastern Santa Monica
border with West Los Angeles (n=13)
4. Sottthern Santa Monica. Southern Santa Monica
border with Venice (n~8)
5. West Hollywood. Eastern West Hollywood border
with Los Angeles (n=36)
6. East Palo Alto. East Palo Alco border wicb portions
of Menlo Park and Palo Alco (n~11)
Figure 1 shows the block groups of the six study
areas. The comparisons are not perfect: Two are between
vacancy-controlled cities and those without any rem
control, while the other four are between vacancycontrolled cities and rem-controlled cities with vacancy
decontrol.

Ce.n sus Variables
Housing and population dara were obtained from
rhe 1980 and 1990 censuses for each of the block groups
in rhe six srudy areas. Where possible, variables relating
ro rental housing were selected, though several general
population characteristics were also used. To measure
direct changes due co vacancy control, totals were used.
To gauge proportional shiftS) percentages were calculated by dividing the rocals by the appropriate denominator. The following variables were included!
1. Population
2. Number of families
3. Number of occupied housing units
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4. Number ofvacantrental unh

5. Number of occupied rental units
G. Number of owner-occupied units
7. Percent of all units which are rented
8. Median rent level
9. Median household income
10. Percenc of renter households who moved in
within previous 5 years
11. Percent of renter households headed by a person
of non-ffispanic White ethnicity
12 Percent: of1·emer households headed by a person
of Black ethnicicy
13. Pet·cent of renter households headed by a person
of Hispanic eclmicicy
14. Percent of renter households headed by a person
of Asian erhnicity
15. Percent of renter households headed by a person
age 65 or older
16. Percent of families headed by a single female
17. Percent offamilies below the poverty line
18. Percent of population under age 18
19. Percenr of population who are disabled

These variables were selected because they are centtal to arguments about cbe assumed consequences o f
vacancy control. Implicit in most of these argumenrs are
assumptions about resulting changes in various housing and socioeconomic variables. For example, ifvacancy
control reduces incentives to bulld new rental housing,
then there should be a nee red uccion.in new ren talLlili cs.
Similarly, ifvacancy control favors higher-inco me families, then cbere should be a relative increase in median
household incomes and median. rent levels. Finally, if
rent comrol favors persons who are economically vulnerable, chen there should be a proportional shift cowards rninocities, the elderly, and disabled persons.
For cbe neighborhoods on each side of cbe border,
the incUvidual block groups were summed and inclices
calculated. To escimate the scudy area median rent level
andmedian household income, we weighted the block
group medians in each study area by the number of
households in each block group.

Results
Summary of Results
Table 1 presencs a smnmary of the changes rhat occurred benveen l980 and 1990 in all block groups.
For each variable, the absolute change is presemed .
There are equal numbers ofblock groups in the vacancycontrolled and non-vacancy-conttolledareas {5D each). A
r-eese of the difference in the mean change between 1980
and 1990 was conducted.
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FIGURE 1. Vacancy control study a reas.
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TABLE 1. Summary characte.ristics of six comparison areas aggregated over block groups.
Non-vacancy-controlled
block groups
(n - SO)

Vacancy-controlled
block groups
(n =50)

Population
No. families
No. occupied unics
No. vacant rental unics
No. occupied rental units
No. owner-occupied units
% rental units
Median rene level
Median household income
% renter households who moved
in within 5 years
% ren ter households headed by
person of non-Hispanic
White ethnicicy
% renter households headed by
person of Black/African
American ethnicicy
% renter households headed by
person of Hispanic ethnicity
% renter households headed by
person of Asian ethnicity
% renter households headed by
persons age 65 or older
% female-headed families
% families below poverty line
% under age 18
% disabled persons

1980

1990

Change

1980

1990

Change

53426
11699
27628
680
21226
6415
76.8
$276
$14,102

56867
11482
28806
684
20420
8386
70.9
$555
$30,260

+3441
-217
+1178
+4
-806
+1971
-5.9
+$279
+$16,158

50680
11426
24563
505
16552
8011
67.4
$285
$15,649

54533
10948
26527
1162
18375
8152
69.3
$707
$32,922

+3853
-478
+1964
+657
+1823
+141
+1 .9
+$422
+$17,273

72 .1

59.2

-12.9

72.3

70.5

-1 8

••

80.4

74.7

-5.7

77.9

75.3

-2.6

n.s

9.7

1 1.2

+1 .5

9.9

9.8

-0.1

n.s.

5.7

9.5

+3.8

8.1

9.9

+1 .8

..

2.7

4.6

+1.9

2.9

5.0

+2.1

n.s.

20.9
13.,
6.9
14.2
6.2

18.7
13.8
7.9
15.7
5.5

-2.2
+0.7
+1.0
+1 .5
-0.7

20.3
, 1.7
6.1
15.8
5.8

15.3

-5.0
-0.2
+1 .0
-1.4
-o.6

n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

11.5

7.1
14.4
5.2

p-value•
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

....••

.......
***
n.s.

•

n.s.

Probability associated with t-tesr of difference in mean change
a
n.s. nor significant

•

••

•••

p<.OS
p<.Ol
p<.OOl

Table 1 reveals some similancies and differences berween che vacancy-comrolled and che non-vacancy-controlled areas. Both showed increases in population,
though slightly more in che non-vacancy-controlled
areas; the difference is noc significwt, however. Similarly,
the number of cocal occupied uni cs increased ln both but
more in che non-vacancy-concroUed areas. Again, chis difference is not significant. This finding, however, masks
che face thac che number of rencal unics decreased and
owner-occupied unics increased in che vacancy-concrolled areas, whereas there was a large increase in rental
unics buc only a small increase in owner-occupied units
in the non-vacancy-controlled areas; chese differences are
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staristically significant. There were also s1gruficancly
more vacant rental units in the non-vacancy-controlled
areas chan in cl1e vacancy-controlled areas.
As expected, median ren c levels showed a smaller increase in the vacancy-controlled areas than in che nonvacancy-controlled areas, a difference chat is significanr.
The median rem level in cbe vacancy-controlled areas increased only abour two thirds chac of the non-vacancycontrolled areas over che decade. Furcher, in every one of
the six srudy areas, che vacancy-controlled block groups
showed smaller increases in median rem levels chan the
corresponding non-vacancy-concrolled block groups
(see Appendix).
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One of the primary goals of rhe rent conrrollaws in
these cities was co increase communiry stabiliry by reducing tenant turnover (Heskin, 1983). These results
suggest that this goal was achieved, at least for these
block groups. This can be seen by the variable measuring
the percentage of renter households who moved into
rheir unirs within 5 years prior to the census. In borh
rypes of area, there was a decline in the percentage who
moved in during the previous S years, a result partly of
an aging population (Levine et al., 1990). However, the
reducrion was more dramatic for the vacancy-controlled
block groups than for the non-vacancy-controlled ones;
rhc difference is significant. Farther, chis relationship
was found in all six study areas (see Appendix), rhough
only slighcly in Ease Palo Alto.
When rhe ocher variables are examined, there arc
fewer clear differences. In the vacancy-controlled areas
mere was a greater decline in rencal households headed
by non-Hispanic White persons and a greater increase in
rental households headed by African Americans and by
Hispanics. There was an almost identical change for
renter households headed by Asians. However, these are
nor very strong differences, and only the change in Hispanics is sratistically significant.
Remer households headed by seniors declined as a
percentage of renter households in both rypes of area.
Families also declined in both rypes of area. Femaleheaded families increased slighcly in the vacancy-controlled areas and decreased slightly in the non-vacancycontrolled areas, bur the difference was not statistically
significant. Families below the poverry line increased by
the same percentage in both rypes of area. Children increased as a percenrage of the population in the vacancycontrolled areas and decreased slighdy in the nonvacancy-conrrolled areas; this difference was statistically
significant. Finally, the percentage of che population
tbac was disabled decreased about the same in both
groups; chis was nor statistically significant.
To summarize, it appears chat chestudyareas within
che vacancy-controlled cities had lower races of increase
in rene levels, lower renter turnover, a higher percentage
ofhouseholds with children, and ahigher percentage of
Hispan1cs than the non-vacancy-controlled areas. On the
other hand, the number of rental units declined in the
vacancy-controlled areas, whereas they increased in the
non-vacancy-controlled areas, but there was also a
greater increase in the number of owner-occupied units
created in the vacancy-comrollcd areas.
These findings are a produce ofsummaries fo r all SO
block groups of each rype. There are exceptions for different borders and there is considerable variabiliry
among individual block groups. Further, the comparisons are crude and reflect the interaction of many dif-

ferem variables. To understand the effect of vacancy·
control policies on rental unit formation and tenant demographics, ic is necessary co examine how these policies affect each indlvidual data u nit, which in t his case is
the census block group.

A Model ofNeighborhood Housing and
Population Change
In order co examine cl1is issue more precisely, we
conseructed a spatial lag regression model of housing
and population change between 1980 and 1990 and ap·
plied it to individual block grou ps. The conceptual form
of the model is:

1990 characteristic • 1980 characteristic+ change
between 1980 and 1990
(1)
In turn, the change between 1980 and 1990 is hypothesized to be a function of three components:
1. Regional change
2, Local change (neighborhood effect)
3. Vacancy control policy (vacancy control or not)
The formal model is:
Y199o ~a+ ~tYI980 + ~2Xrrglonal+ ~~local+ ~~poltcry + e (2)

where Y 1990 is the 1990 variable, Y1980 is the 1980 value for
the same variable, xrtlfonal is an indicator of change between 1980 and 1990 ac the regional level, X~oca/ is an indicarorofrhe change between 1980 and 1990 at che local
(neighborhood) levelXpo/1<7 is adummyvariable indicating whether the area is vacancy-controlled or not, a is a
constant, ~ 1 ••• •~ 4 are coefficients, and E are the residual
errors (assumed to be normally distributed and uncorrelated with che independent variables).
The model was applied to the 100 block groups that
span the six non-vacancy-controlled areas. The 1980 and
1990 variable values are those defined in Table 1. If there
was no change between 1980 and 19901 then the coefficient for Y1980 would, of course, be 1.00. If the coefficient
for Y1980 is less chan 1.00, this indicates char rhere was
either a decrease in the variable between 1980 and 1990
across all block groups or char ocher variables in che
equation account for some of irs variance; conversely, a
coefficient for Y1980 greater than 1.00 indicates an increase in thac variable between 1980 and 1990 across all
block groups. In any"case, the correlation between the
1980 and 1990 value would be expected co be very high.
Thus, the model is acrually testing the effects of the adclitional variables on rhe change com ponen t.
In rerms of th e other components, region is subject co
different incerpr:etacions. For a rencal market, it could be
defined as the ciry, a subarea within the councy, the
county, or a muh:icounry area (e.g., che Bay Area, south-
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ern California); many sources (e.g., newspapers such as
the Los Angeles Times real estate section) use the counry
as a reference for housing markers, though the Census
Bureau uses rhe larger metropolitan area. We arbitrarily
chose the counry to represent the region and measured
its change between 1980 and 1990 for each variable. For
the policy variable, we assigned 1 to each block group
within the four vacancy-controlled cities and 0 to each
block group within the non-vacancy-controlled areas.
For rhe neighborhood effect, we used a form of regression model called a spatial lag regression (Anselin,
1988; Levine er al., 1995; Levine, 1996). The explicit location of each block group in relation ro all other block
groups in the data sec is caken inro accoum by im:orporadng rhe value of the dependent variable at all other locations and weighting these by the inverse square of its
distance from rhe particular block group (spatiallag-).3
This weigh ring uses aspatial weights matrix in order co examine the effects of concentration or dispersion on the
dependent variable and is a measure of spati.al atttocorrelation.4 Ic is a weighted average and indicates the extent to
which rhe value of a variable for a block group is influenced by cheval ues of the same variable for nearby block
groups. Using the spacial statistics software package
SpaceStat (Anselin, 1992), the spacial lag is estimated
using a maximum likelihood estimator. Once the coefficient of rhe spatial lag is estimated, it is subtracted (filtered) from the dependent variable and the remainder is
then regressed against che independent variables using a
least squares estimator; the process is repeated until the
solution opcimizesanoolinearlikelihoodfunction. This
method, therefore, allows for an estimate of a neighborhood effect independent of the 1980 value, regional
change, or che vacancy-concrol policy variable.
This model was used to estimate volumes: the number of persons or households with various characteristics. To estimate percentages, we added an additional
variable ro control for the considerable differences in size
among the block groups: either the total number of
units in 1990 (for the renter variables), che roral number
offamilies in 1990 (for the rwo family variables), or the
total population in 1990 (for the two population variables).5 Without chis statistical control, larger block
groups will have a greater impact on the model than
smaller ones.
To illustrate the method, Table 2 presents rhe spacial
lag result for changes in the number of rental units between 1980 and 1990. The R2 for rhe equation is highly
significant (0.95). The maximum likelihood function reported is the logarithm of the likelihood obrained from
the maximum likelihood estimate; the model with the
highest log likelihood is the one that achieves the besr
fit. The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) corrects the
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TABLE 2. Spatial lag model of change in rental units, 1980
to 1990.

Dependent variable ~ 1990 rental housing units
N - 100 block groups
R2 - 0.955
Maximum log likelihood function= - 578.34
Aikaike Information Criterion "' 1166.67
Independent variable
Constant
1980 rental housing unirs
1980- 90 change in county
rental hous•ng units
(regional change)
Spatial lag (local change)
Vacancy control
a

n.s.

Coefficient

z

p-value•

52.7133
1.0440

0.98
0.92

***'

-3.5809
0.0184
-60.3492

-0.77
0.94
-3 .77

n.s.

n.s.
n.s.

***

Probability associated with Z-test of coefficient
not significant
p<,OS
p<.01
p<.001
p<.0001

log likelihood for the degrees offreedom; the best model
is rhe one with rhe lowest AIC.
The coefficient of the nwnber of 1980 reocal unirs is
highly signi£canr, as would be expected, and is 1.0440j
this indicates rhat there was a 4.4% increase in rental
units over rhe period char cannot be explained by the
ocher variables in rhe equation. The regional change variable is slightly negative, but is nor significant. All ocher
things being equal, the effect of regional change was co
decrease the number of rencal housing units added; the
effect was insignificant, however, and muse be considered as random. The spatial lag variable is also not significant, indicacing char there was no apparenc clustering in created rental housing units. Finally, t:he policy
variable is significant and negative. There were approximately 60 fewer rental units in block groups within vacancy-controlled cities chao in block groups within nonvacancy-conrrolled cities.
Table 3 presents a summary of 19 spatial lag models
that were constructed. The R2 values are generally high,
though there are exceptions. The model has a good fit
for the population, the number of occupied units, the
number of rental units, the rental percentage, che percentage ofWhire renter households, the percentage of
Black remer households, the percentage of Hispanic
rcncer households, the percenrage offemale-headed families, and the percentage of the population under age 18.
Moderate results were found for the numberoffa.milies,
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TABLE 3. Spatial lag models of change in housing and renter d emographics: coeffic.ients and significance levels of models•.

1980-1990
Regional
change

Local
effect

Vacancy
control

R2

293.5820

1.1761

-254.4660

0.0041

-22.8981

0.896

n.s.

"***

n.s.

n.s.

146.8470
***
30.8382

0.9095

Constant

Population
Families
Occupied units

Occup1ed rental units
Owner-occupied units
% renter units
Med1an rent level

% White renter households

% Hispa nic renter households
% Asian renter households

% female-headed families
% families below poverty line

% disabled persons

0.1866

-13.2544

..

0.331

-60.3492

0.955

34.0764

0.674

...

0.880

0.0184

n.s.

****

n.s.

n.s.

0.0032
n.s.

- 141 .6060
115655

51 .8110

••••

13.3465

-33.9527
n.s.

n.s.

.....

0.8774

-28 .0363

0.0464

-6.9396

n.s.

*

......

-2.9854
n.s.

n.s.

-0.0071

-0.0641

•••

****

.....

-0.0011

"

0.9182

n.s.

-0.0210

n.s.

n.s.

...

-116.9070

••

0.541

n.s.

1.8323

-1085.05

0.0206

-2362.17

0.739

"***

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

0.2842

-0.8116

0.0321

-10.1150

n.s.

••

0.164

n.s.

0.793

••

1.1224

0.0423

0.7104

-0.9002

0.0577

-3 .7630

*

****

0.7874

*

n.s.

0.0013

*"

.....

-0.1223

0.0854

-0.1510

n.s.

n.s.

** •

n.s.

- 6.5423

0.0002

0.8621

0.2194

•••

1.9957

n.s.

-0.0013

••••

1.0404

...

n.s.

••••

-0.0005

0.4604

n.s.

- 2.2191

***

.....

-0., 118
n.s.

0.0042

0.1157

1.4238
0.5073

.....

n.s.

-0.1894

0.0720

0.0100

0.81 15

0.0454

'****

...

*"**

n.s.

•

0.0187

- .6958

-0.1097

0.3525

-0.8161

n.s.

n.s.

****

n.s.

9.7712
.......

0.0015

0.6164

-0.6502

0.0526

****

n.s.

2.9375

- 0.0003

1.9924

a
n.s

Probability associated with Z-test of coefficient
not s1gn1ficant

.........

p<.OS
p<.01
p<.001
p<.OOOl

**
n.s.

.....

0.5016

••••

n.s.

n.s.

0.3286
n.s.

0.0682

0.0048
n.s.

0.975
0.846

*

n.s.

3.8517

0.950

n .s.

2.3888

n.s.

2.0939

n.s.

..

n.s.

-3.5809

n.s.

% under age 18

-24.9472

n.s.

1.0440

n.s.
% senior renter households

0.0034

n.s.

52.7133

n.s.

0.798

-47.7796

0.8602

59.5274
...
3.3332

9.1951

1.1120

•

-.2082

***
% Black remer households

-0.1098

•••

......

n.s.

% renter households who
moved in within 5 years

-104.4610

n.s.

12.1787

n.s.
Median household income

..

••••

••••

n.s.
Vacant rental units

1980
Value

Dependent variable

Control
variable

0.410

n.s.

1.5586

0.514

n.s.

0.1893

0.883

n.s.

0.215

1.3651

0.859

1.0850

0.336

n.s.
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the number of owned units, the mcdlan rent level, the
median household income, and the percentage of senior renter households, while poor results were found for:
the remaining variables.

Intercept and 1980 Characteristics
The constant is significant in 8 of the 19 models, 2
of which are negative. For the 13 models examining
changes .in percentages, the control variable (either 1990
housing units, families, or populari~n) is significant in 4.
In terms of the conceptual model, the 1980 value is positive and highly significant in I 8 of the 19 models, as
would be expected; block groups thar had relacively high
values in 1980 also had high values in 1990, and vice
versa. The one exception is change in the percentage of
families below the poverty line. Other than the one exception, there was a high degree ofconsistency for these
block groups over the decade.

Regional Effects
Five of the models show significant regional effects,
four of which are negative. Positive regional change is associated with increases in the percentage of Hispanic
renter households, while negative changes are associated
with decreases in population, numbers offamilies, the
percentage ofWhice remer households, and the percencage of the population under age 18. In the five counties
covering these areas, all showed decreases in d1e percentage ofWhite renter households and increases in the percentage ofHispanic households. On the ocher band, the
negative changes for population, families, and the percentage of the population under age 18 may reflect subregional changes for both the vacancy-controlled and
comparison block groups, since 1980 to 1990 population
growth in both the vacancy-control and non-vacancycontrolled areas was smaller chan in the five councies in
which they are found. The number offamilies decreased
in both types of area compared co an increase in all five
counties. The percentage of the population w1der age 18
increased slightly in the vacancy-controlled areas,
whereas they decreased in the non-vacancy-conrrolled
areas; in all five counties, it increased substantially.

Local Effects
Seven of the models show significant local effects,
six of which indica.re positive spacial autocorrelation
(spatial concentration). There are positive neighborhood
effects (spatially concentrated) for the number of vacant
rental units, the percentage of all units chat are rented,
the percentage of remer households headed by Whites,
the percentage of renter households headed by Blacks,
the percentage of families headed by single women, and
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the percentage of families below the poverty line, wlllle
there is a negative local effect (spatial dispersion) for rhe
number of families. The significant relationship for
White and Black renter households suggests the continuance of spacial separation for these ethnic groups, either through choice or through discrimination.

Effects ofVacancy Control
Finally, eight of the models show significant effects
for the vacancy control policy variable. Compared to the
non-vacancy-controlled block groups, those in vacancyconn·oll ed cicies l1 ad a s mailer n urn be r of vacan r re n raJ
units (about 13 fewer:), a decline in the number of occupied rental units (about 60 fewer), a greater increase in
the mtmber of owner-occupied units (about 34 more), a
proportional decline in the percentage of units rhar are
rented (about 7% lower), lower median rene levels (about
$117 amomh lower), a lower percenrageofrenrcr households who moved in between 1985 and 1990 (renter
"turnover," about 10.1% lower), a higher percentage of
Hispanic renter households (abour 1.4% higher), and a
higher percentage of the population under age 18 (about
1.4% higher). No effects were seen for median household
income, the percentage of Black renter households, rhe
percentage of Asian renter households, the percentage
of senior renter households, the percentage of femaleheaded families, the percentage of families below the
poverty line, and the percentage ofhouseholds with disabled persons.
In other words, these models suggest five main consequences were associated with vacancy control in the
study cities:
l. Lower rene levels;
2. Longer rencal tenure;
3. A shift from tenancy to ownership of housing
units;
4. Greater diversity, particularly in d1e p ercentage of
Hispanic renters; and
S. A higher percentage of rhe population under age
18.

The fourth result, however, was mostly due to
changes in East Palo Alto, where the Hispanic populacion has been rapidly increasing.

Community Stability and Increased
Ownership
The overall thrust of the findings shows increased
community stability in vacancy-controlled areas, boch
in longer scays for tenants andlncreasedownership. The
longer stays for tenants are undoubtedly encouraged by
the more moderate Lncreases in renrs. The shift away
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from rental units and the increase in home ownership
was found m three of the four cities: Berkeley, Santa
Monica, and West Hollywood. Also, though it was not
uniform across rhe block groups, the shift was remarkably consistent in chose cities. Thirty-five of the 50 block
groups {68.6%) in the vacancy-conrrolled areas showed a
decrease during the 1980s, whjle only 21 (41.2%) of the
50 non-vacancy-conrroUed block groups showed a decrease. Conversely, 40 of the block groups (78%) in the
vacancy-controlled areas showed increases in the number ofowner-occupied units compared to 18 (35%) of the
block groups in the non-vacancy-conrrolled areas. In
terms of net increase in occupied units (whether rented
or owned), 22 of the vacancy-controlled block groups
and 26 of the comparison block groups showed a net
mcrease, a dJfference cbar was nor significant.

Possible Explanations for the Shift to
Home Ownership
There arc two ways chat the shift from tenancy to
ownership could have occurred in the vacancy-cootrolled block groups. First, a shift cou ld occur through
differential demolition and construction, such char
some rental ururs were demolished and an approximately equal number of new ownership units were constructed. Second, units could be convened from rental co
owner-occupied, without any demolition or construction. However, the rene-control ordinances in effect
throughout most of the decade in Berkeley, Santa Monica, and West H o llywood all worked co prevent che loss
of rental pro perry through either demolition or the conversion to ownership. While we don't have detailed demolition and construction dara for these cities, from all
informal accounts it appears chat there were few demolitions. The restrictions, in general terms, required onefor-one replacement of affordable rental housing uruts
removed from the stock. In che Later part of the 1980s,
rhe rules were changed co make demolition easier and,in
the case of Santa Manka, the law was changed by the
voters co permit conversions if a Large majoriry of the
tenants voted for che change and agreed to purchase che
units. We have to assume, therefore, char the shift was
primarily rhat of conversion, rather d1an the difference
between demolition and construction. Further, exceptions ro che rent conrrol laws, which eliminate controls
for smaller buildings in which the owner resides, may
have encouraged the conversion ofbuildings from rental
ro owner-occupied. Smaller rental properties such as duplexes and triplexes might have been sold by investor
owners to occupants eicher as tenants-in-common occupying all units or as a single owner occupier who
rented out the adjoining units.

Other Factors Encouraging the Shift from
Tenancy to Ownership
The presence of rent control was probably a factor in
the shift, bur there are ocher factors that could have contributed co the decrease in rental units and increase in
owner-occupied units. First, increasing propen:y values
in these cities during the 1980s may have encouraged
ownership. The three cities wbere the shift rook place are
all highly desirable locations where home ownership is
valued. In such markets it may be more advantageous to
sell rather than rent our units. Second, che difficulry of
converting units to condominium ownership in these
cities may have encouraged the consrruction of condominiums in the first place. In the non-vacancy-controlled
areas, while there was greater net new construction (the
excess of new units added over demolitions), it appears
that much of the new construction was of rental housing
rather than condominiums.
Third, rhere may be differences in political climate
bct:ween the two rypes of study area. Even though new
rental housing units are excluded from rene control in
all four of the vacancy-conrrolled cities, the intense
poliri cizacion of the issue may have led developers n.or
co build new rental housing for fear of future rescnccions. Fourth, these vacancy-controlled dries also have
indusionary policies not present in the surrounding
cities. The inclusionary policies in West Hollywood, for
example, require either the construction of affordable
units by the developer or a contribution to the ciry's
housing crust fund that local nonprofit groups use ro
construct affordable housing. This added cost would
drive up the cost of construction and may push developers roward che higher rerum at the ownership end of
che market. A fi frh faccor may have been the high degree
of growth management involved in all the cities in the
study (except East Palo Alto). Restrictive building conditions could have been a more significant factor than
vacancy control, affecting both the vacancy-controlled
cities and rhe comparison cities.6
The question of what conrribured co rhe shifr from
rental to owner-occupied housing and who benefi.ced
clearly requires more research char is beyond the scope of
this study. All we can say ac chis point is char che net effect of vacancy control and the sbifc from rental ro
owner-occupied unirs did not appear ro contribute to a
less equitable demographic mix of tenants.

Summary and Conclusions
This srudy took on added importance on August 4,
1996 when che governor ofCalifornia signed a bill creating a 3-year phaseouc ofvacancy control in all California
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cities. In addttion to contributmg a new approach to analyzing the effecrs of rent regulation and providing data
on che consequences of vacancy co nero~ chis scudy thus
provides baseline data for examining longer-term effects
when the data from the year 2000 census are available.
The data in our scudy show char vacancy-control
provisions have creaced several consequences for cenan cs.
First, vacancy control has reduced che race of increase in
rents. In chis sense, ir has fulfilled what irs designers initially sought, which was to prevent escalating land values
from pushing rent levels beyond most tenants' means.
Second, vacancy control appears to have decreased renter
turnover and increased residential stability among tenants. Third, ic appears to have encouraged more ethnic
diversity, at lease with respect to che growing Hispanic
population. Fourth, vacancy comrol conditions are uncorrelated wirh changes in income levels, ethnic distribution, the elderly population, female-headed families,
families living below the poverty line, and the disabled
population. There is no evidence of gentrification as a
result of the vacancy control. Fifth, and finally, vacancy
control appears 1:0 have contributed co a shift toward
ownership.
The rene control debate is a highly politicized, emotional arena with an enormous amount of hyperbole on
both sides. Our findings do ooc fuUy support any of the
positions and, in fact, show how complex rental housing markets can be. What poLcy implications can be
drawn from our findings depends first on how the market is valued and second on how ne1ghborhood stability
is valued. People who believe in che wisdom of markers
and value mobility may use our findings to argue against
vacancy control. People who worry about the potential
impact of marker failures and consider neighborhood
stability to be of prime importance may use them co
argue for vacancy control. While rent control does nor
destroy long-term underlying land values (Baar &
Squier, J987), it can cake the edge off of price increases.
Lowering the "upside" of a marker certain ly is seen as
painful by owners. However, in southern California's not
roo distant past there was a significant downward spiral
in apartment house prices. People who either bought
or refinanced to liquefy equity on che high side were
potentially in serious trouble during that downward
period. The "downside" pressure is greacly relieved by
being denied some "upside" potencial. The owners may
nor appreciate being protected from chis risk, but if a
downside collapse cakes place and rhe foreclosure rare
in housing accelerates, public intervention may be called
for, even demanded.
A major caveat, however, has co be made regarding
both why there was a significant shift in tenure in Berkeley, Santa Monica, and West Hollywood and who bene-
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fired from char shift. If vacancy control-as opposed co
changes in the home ownership marker, ancidemoltdon
policies, anticonversion policies, inclusionary requirements, or growth control-was found co be a dominant
facror char had increased che race of home ownership,
one would have to consider the policy implicarions of
sud1 an impact. Is chis positive or negative? The argument could be made rhat such a conversion hurt lowermcome people because rental units rended ro be more
affordable than ownership untts or, alternaovely, chat ir
is positive because rent control had rhe effect of malung
home ownership more affordable in these cities. These or
ocher arguments chat mighr be constructed are, ar chis
point, clearly hypotheses. One would have co examine
which units were converted, what was the sale price for
ead1 unit, and who was the purchaser. More research is
clearly needed.
Finally, we were struck by the complexity of what we
found. When data was disaggregaced in examining block
groups and border areas, we found particular compansons char could support vircually any posicion on rene
control. The models represent the commonalities over
all block groups. However, in doing so, they ignore chc
substantial differences. Further, they show that the relationship between tenancy and ownership is complex.
One of the most important implications is that one
should be careful about analyzing rental and home ownership data separately when doing housing analysis.
Often it is better co consider housing markets as a whole.

NOTES
L We chose no ceo compare each of the four cicies co the adjacent cities for rhe following reasons, flrH, rney differ In
size. Los Angeles, for example, is huge compared co Santa
Monica and West Hollywood. It would be misleading to
compare a very large dey, with numerous sub-regions and
differing populations, to a small one and rhen draw con·
elusions abour the effect of a particular policy condirion,
particularly when there are only 10 cicies to be compared
Second, the housing situations in each of these cirie~ differ. In Berkeley, for example, the wesrern and northwestern borders contain predominact!.ly single-family homes
orvacnncla.nd. The same IS true for Ease Palo Alto's border
wirn Menlo Park, Santa Monica's northern border wich
Los Angeles, and West Hollywood's wesrern border wich
Beverly Hills.
2. In 1980, if the number ofcases for a given variable was roo
small, me Census Bureau suppressed the data. This meant
tlu.c the sum of the data ar the block level did nor !!qual
the coral for the block group level. rn 1990, rather chan
suppress the clara, the Census Bureau addcdm randomly
assigned persons and households m such a way char che
sums of the blocks added up ro chc co tal for the my.
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3. Even though theorecically this allows interaction between
block groups that are widely disparate (e.g., between
Berkeley and Santa Monica}, the practical effecrs are negltgible due co a rapid deterioration in the distance effect
(i.e., 1/d2}. We ran the subsequent models with interaction
cut-offs of 1 and 3 miles respectively, and found that there
was virtually no change in the results.
4. The spatial lag model is defined as:

Y,- pW(Y1)-+ ~X -+E
where Y1 is anN by 1 vector of observations on the dependent variable for all locations, I, W(Y1} is a weighted matrix
of N by 1 vector of values for the dependent variable
summed over all locations, j, i i: j (the spacial lag), p is the
coefficient of the spatial lag (the spatial autoregressive
term}, X is an N by K matrix of observations on the explanatol'y variables,~ is a K by 1 vector of regression coefficients, and E is anN by 1 vector of normally distributed
random error terms, with mean 0 and consr:aru variance,
cr2 (Anselin, 1992). The weights are typically inverse distances (e.g., 1/d, Jfd2, 1/d3) . We used an inverse squared
distance in our models (l/d2).
5. While in theory block groups should be of simil.a.r populations and, hence, not require a size adjustment, in prac·
rice they differ constderably. For example, the total popu·
larion in 1990 for each of the 100 block groups varied
between 179 and 4,091.
6. During the 1980s, California cities experienced a huge
increase in local growth management and control legislation designed to contain the race of new development
as well as maintain a balance between development and
infrastructure creation (Giickfeld & Levine, 1992; Levine,
1997). We have daca from two surveys ofCaliforniacities
and counties in 1988 and 1992 that documented residential, commercial, and orher rypes of local growth
management legislation (Giickfeld & Levine, 1992;
Levine et al., l996; Levine, 1999). The 10 dries and one
unincorporated area had a total of 42 separate growth
management measures enacted as of 1992. The average
number of measures for the four vacancy-controlled
cities was 2.8, while the average number for the non·vacancy-concrolled cities (and one unincorporated area)
was even higher, 4.4. Of all the cities involved, only East
Palo Alto did not hn.ve any growth management legislation. We don't know how stringently these restrictions
are enforced nor how effective they are in reducing rental
housing construccion, though at uegionallevel, growth
controls have S1gmficancly displaced rental housing
(Levrne, 1999).
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APPENDIX
TABLE A-1. Summary characteristics of selected block groups in six compariso n areas.
South Berkeley
Berkeley
(v01cancy control)

Population
Families
Occupied units
Vacant rental umts
Occup1ed rental units
Owner-occupied units
96 renter units
Median rene level
Median household income
% renter households who
moved in wichin 5 years
96 renter households headed
by person of non-Hispanic
White ethnicicy
96 renter households headed
by person of Black/
African American ethnicicy
96 renter households headed by
person of Hispanic erhnicity
% renter households headed by
person of Asian erhnicicy
% renter households headed by
persons age 65 or older
% female-headed families
% families below poverty line
% under age 18
% d1sabled persons

-

17 4

North Berkeley

Oakland
(no vacancy control)

Berkeley
(vacancy control)

1980

1990

1980

1990

6552
1363
2978
74
1955
1023
65.7%
$204
$11,455

6378
1363
2874
80
1734
1140
60.3%
$384
$25,577

5612
1283
2527
43
1578
949
62.596
$191
$11,354

5921
1251
2594
47
1714
880
66.196
$482
$23,328

74.5%

58.2%

70.2%

65.9%

73.7%

48.496

43.496

41.496

42.3%

44.296

44.6%

51.296

3.0%

5.4%

2.9%
11.2%
28.5%
14.6%
20.3%
9.9%
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1980

1990

Albany/Kensington
(no vacancy control)
1980

1990

5631
1525
2475
15
640
1835
25.996
$304
$19,629

1762
27.296
$817
$45,499

62.3%

70.0%

71.1%

74.596

66.3%

86.196

80.496

44.996

11 696

11.896

3.3%

4.6%

3.9%

6.5%

3.8%

5.6%

4.4%

5.6%

7.4%

2.5%

6.5%

7.6%

16.7%

5.6%

9.0%

10.9%
26.3%
14.7%
19.8%
10.6%

9.3%
27.1%
11.6%
21.9%
10.2%

10.6%
24.8%
14.4%
18.1%
7.8%

12.6%
11 .7%
4.1%
19.1%
4.5%

10.7%
9.7%
1.7%
19.0%
4.9%

14.7%
10.4%
1.6%
19.6%
4.0%

11.9%
10.2%
2.2%
21 .3%
3.9%

6780
6592
1722
1677
2975
2908
25
12
940
730
2048
2178
31.696
25 .1%
$466
$252
$19,745 $41,232

5643
1470
2419
16
657
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TABLE A-1 (continued). Summary characteristics of selected block groups in six comparison areas.
East Palo Alto
Ea.s t Palo Alto
(vacancy control)

Population
Families
Occupied units
Vacant rental units
Occupied rental units
Owner-occupted units
96 renrer units
Median rent level
Median household income
% renter households who
moved in within 5 years
% renter households headed by
person of non-Hispanic
White ethnicity
% renter households headed by
person ofBiack/
African American ethnicity
% remer households headed by
person of Hispanic ethnidty
% renter households headed by
person of Asian ethnicity
96 renter households headed by
persons age 65 or o lder
% female-headed families
% families below poverty line
% under age 18
% disabled persons

Eastern Santa Monica

Menlo Park/Palo Alto
(no vacancy control)
1980

1990

East Santa Monica
(vacancy control)

1980

1990

7232
1416
3358
78
2456
902
73.1%
$266
$13,536

10095
2049
3656
172
2661
995
72.896
$548
$25,534

85.1%

82.0%

80.7%

81.296

75.5%

50.1%

78.4%

76.9%

62 .6%

35.3%

41 .6%

37.4%

81.1'}6

77.6%

80.6%

76.496

25.0%

36.1%

41.9%

45.5%

1.7%

2.7%

2.8%

3.2%

7.0%

22.3%

12.1%

13.0%

11.3%

12.4%

9.6%

11 .296

4.596

6.7%

2.8%

4.9%

4. 1%

7.096

6.5%

9.0%

6.1%
19.3%
11.2%
20.5%
7.4%

5.4%
25.5%
16.0%
29.7%
5.8%

10.1%
15.8%
6.5%
27.2%
7.0%

10.0%
16.6%
6.3%
27.9%
6.7%

14.9%
11.2%
3.5%
15.6%
4.4%

15.8%
9.4%
5.6%
14.2%
3.4%

12.1%
7.8%
4 .6%
12.8%
4.5%

10.9%
7.2%
4.7%
10.6%
4.5%

6522
6603
1422
1506
3164
3331
43
53
2207
2082
957
1249
69.8%
62.5%
$291
$502
$17,514 $40,446

Southern Santa Monica
South
Santa Monica
(vacancy control)
1980
Population
Families
Occupied units
Vacant rental units
Occupied rental units
Owner-occupied untts
96 renter units
Median rent level
Median household income
% renter households who
moved in within 5 years

1990

1980

6505
6562
1618
1569
2321
2226
20
29
726
679
1547
1595
31.3%
30.5%
$279
$584
$24,815 $49,484

1980

West Los Angeles
(no vacancy control)

1990

4784
5064
891
949
3054
2628
140
46
2321
2376
307
678
88.3%
77.8%
$310
$521
$17,033 $34,765
74.5%

55.4%

1990

3657
3730
640
571
1695
1700
24
75
1426
1410
269
290
84.1%
82.9%
$255
$619
$13,331 $25,312
77.1%

10122
9261
1972
2036
4555
4961
221
84
3518
3695
1037
1266
77.2%
74.5%
$331
$779
$16,227 $36,095

West Hollywood

Venice
Los Angeles
(no vacancy control)
1980

1990

70.9%

West
Hollywood
(vacancy control)
1980

1990

21,556 22,135
4022
4801
12,525 12,983
320
321
11347
10837
1178
2146
90.6%
83.5%
$283
$608
$12,184 $26,508
67.7%

56.2%

Los Angeles
(no vacancy control)
1980

1990

20,014
22,555
4388
4051
12,627
10,990
319
774
8664
10220
2407
2326
78.8%
80.9%
$287
$732
$13,935 $29,224
68.9%

68.1%
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TABLE A-1 (continued) . Summary characteristics of selected block groups in six comparison areas.
Southern Santa Monica
South
Santa Monica
(vacancy control)

Venice
Los Angeles
(no vacancy control)

West
Hollywood
(vacancy control)

Los Angeles
(no vacancy control)

1990

1980

1990

1980

1990

1980

1990

86.47%

85.4%

67.5%

69.4%

88.8%

87.1%

87.6%

83.5%

3.4%

3.2%

7.4%

6.6%

3.1%

3.2%

3.4%

4 .7%

6.7%

7.9%

21.5%

21.8%

4.8%

7.1%

6.0%

8.4%

3.2%

3.3%

1.9%

2.0%

1.6%

2.6%

1.5%

3.4%

13.7%
15.2%
2.7%
13.1%
6.9%

16.0%
9.3%
0.0%
9.5%
3.3%

13.5%
16.1%
12.0%
21.5%
4.0%

8.0%
14.4%
15.4%
16.8%
5.0%

29.2%
7.6%
6.4%
8.6%
5.5%

24.9%
7.9%
6.8%
9. 1%
5.1%

28.0%
7.3%
5.7%
9.6%
5.5%

19.3%
7.5%
7.0%
9.0%
4.8%

1980
% renter households headed by
person of non-Hispanic
White ethnicity
% renter households headed by
person of Black/African
American ethnicity
% remer households headed by
person of Hispanic ethnicity
% renter households headed by
person of Asian ethnicicy
% renter households headed by
persons age 65 or older
%female-headed families
% Families below poverty line
% under age 1 8
% disabled persons

West Hollywood
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